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QUESTION 1

When installing the virtual Ethernet module (VEM) for a Nexus 1000V, which two sofware installaton methods would be
used for ESXi host confguraton? (Choose two.) 

A. Install with the VMware Update Manager (VUM). 

B. Install the VIB remotely using the esxcli. 

C. Install the VEM from the OVF template. 

D. Install the VIB using the Nexus 1000V Web interface. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

A VM on the Vblock System 320 is unable to communicate on the customer network. When examining the virtual
machine, you notce it has the same port group as the other VMs on the same ESXi server. Which acton must you
perform to resolve the problem? 

A. You must reboot the VM. 

B. You must restart the network agents on the ESX server. 

C. You must verify that the VM\\'s network adapter is connected. 

D. You must install the Nexus 1000V agent on the virtual machine. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Overnight several virtual machines have triggered alarms for guest memory usage. What are the proper steps to
acknowledge the alarms while investgatng the cause? 

A. Locate the relevant alarms and reset them. 

B. Notfy your monitoring team to disable all virtual machine monitoring; reboot all afected virtual machines and manually
monitor their memory usage for the next 60 minutes. 

C. Place all afected virtual machines into suspend untl the alarms clear on their own. 

D. From the Status Bar click the alarm buton; select Acknowledge the Alarm. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which vCenter feature is used by vCenter Update Manager (VUM) when patching ESXi servers? 

A. vSphere DRS 

B. Fault Tolerance 

C. Storage vMoton 

D. vSphere HA 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An ESXi host is running a licensed version of PowerPathVE. A single path to a PowerPathVEcontrolled 

device is lost. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The tme required to restore a failed path on a heavily loaded system is less than the tme required on a lightly loaded
system. 

B. Afer the path has been repaired, PowerPathVE will automatcally restore the path and resume IO down the path. 

C. The only way to restore a failed path is with the rpowermt restore CLI command. 

D. The periodic testng of live and dead paths is low priority for PowerPathVE. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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